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Software Receiver Design 2011-08-18 have you ever wanted to know how modern digital
communications systems work find out with this step by step guide to building a complete digital
radio that includes every element of a typical real world communication system chapter by chapter
you will create a matlab realization of the various pieces of the system exploring the key ideas along
the way as well as analyzing and assessing the performance of each component then in the final
chapters you will discover how all the parts fit together and interact as you build the complete
receiver in addition to coverage of crucial issues such as timing carrier recovery and equalization the
text contains over 400 practical exercises providing invaluable preparation for industry where
wireless communications and software radio are becoming increasingly important a variety of extra
resources are also provided online including lecture slides and a solutions manual for instructors
Digital Communication Systems Engineering with Software-defined Radio 2013 for a senior level
undergraduate course on digital communications this unique resource provides you with a practical
approach to quickly learning the software defined radio concepts you need to know for your work in
the field
Software Receiver Design: Build Your Own Digital Communications System in Five Easy Steps 2011
learn the key concepts and get hands on experience with this step by step guide to constructing a
fully functioning software receiver
Social Media Dictionary 2014-10-10 this is the one book everyone needs to own in the digital age
digital literacy has never been so essential for modern communication and now it is so easy with this
remarkably informative reference guide the accelerated pace of the constantly evolving cyberspace
has led to the evolution of entirely new words to communicate online as the internet expands further
around the globe and more global users are brought online to engage the online vocabulary will
continue to be invented at a faster rate and a further reach digital communication is the new global
language everything you ever wanted to know has been assembled in one comprehensive handbook
you will quickly access over 2 000 of the latest trending social media terms acronyms for texting
characters emoticons and numbers abbreviations for twitter instagram hashtags discover a complete
go to reference guide that you will use again and again in this edition you will quickly gain the
knowledge to participate in the fast changing world of social media and digital communication
discover a comprehensive handbook that enables anyone to communicate effectively in the digital
age transform your communication skills with this easy to use resource gain confidence avoid social
blunders and increase your digital literacy boost your technology competence for increased
opportunities never feel left out of the conversation because you do not know the digital language
everyone is speaking this modern guide will give you everything you need to know and is perfect for
anyone requiring a digital update business professionals students parents or grandparents don t get
left behind get the number one resource everyone needs to own in the digital age join the digital
conversation today
Communicating Corporate Social Responsibility in the Digital Era 2017-12-12 although
literature on corporate social responsibility is vast research into the use and effectiveness of various
communications through digital platforms about such corporate responsibility is scarce this gap is
surprising communicating about corporate social responsibility initiatives is vital to organizations that
increasingly highlight their corporate social responsibility initiatives to position their corporate brands
for both consumers and other stakeholders yet these organizations still sometimes rely on traditional
methods to communicate or even decide against communicating at all because they fear triggering
stakeholders skepticism or cynicism a systematic interdisciplinary examination of corporate social
responsibility communication through digital platforms therefore is necessary to establish an essential
definition and up to date picture of the field this research anthology addresses the above objectives
drawing on marketing management and communication disciplines among others this anthology
examines how organizations construct implement and use digital platforms to communicate about
their corporate social responsibility and thereby achieve their organizational goals the 21 chapters in
this anthology reflect six main topic sections challenges and opportunities for communicating
corporate social responsibility through digital platforms moving toward symmetry and interactivity in
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digital corporate social responsibility communication fostering stakeholder engagement in and
through digital corporate social responsibility communication leveraging effective digital corporate
social responsibility communication digital activism and corporate social responsibility digital
methodologies and corporate social responsibility
Digital Communications at Crossroads in Africa 2020-04-27 digital communication as it is practiced in
africa today is at a crossroad this edited collection takes that crossroad as its starting point as it both
examines the complicated present and looks to the uncertain future of african communication
systems contributing authors explore how western digital communication systems have proliferated in
the african communication landscape and argue that rich and long cherished african forms of
communal in person communication have been increasingly abandoned in favor of assimilation to
western digital norms as a result future generations of africans born on the continent and abroad may
never recognize and appreciate african systems of communications acknowledging that globalized
digital communication systems are here to stay the volume contends that in order to comprehend the
past present and future of african communications scholars need to decolonize their approach to
teaching and consuming mediated and in person communications on the african continent and abroad
Bring Your Own Technology 2013-10-01 this book is designed to provide teachers and parents alike
an insight into the bring your own technology byot revolution sweeping across entire school
communities in australia the us and uk and explain the immense implications of these developments
Advances in Design and Digital Communication 2020-10-22 this book reports on research findings and
practical lessons featuring advances in digital and interaction design graphic design and branding
design strategies and methodologies design education society and communication in design practice
and other related areas gathering the proceedings of the 4th international conference on digital
design and communication digicom 2020 held virtually on november 5 6 2020 the book describes
cutting edge perspectives on and analysis of and solutions to challenges digital communication is
currently presenting to society institutions and brands it offers a timely guide and a source of
inspiration for designers of all kinds including graphic digital and web designers ui ux and social
media designers and to researchers advertisers artists and entrepreneurs as well as brand or
corporate communication managers
Advances in Design and Digital Communication III 2022-10-26 this book reports on research
findings and practical lessons featuring advances in the areas of digital and interaction design graphic
design and branding design education society and communication in design practice and related ones
gathering the proceedings of the 6th international conference on digital design and communication
digicom 2022 held on november 3 5 2022 as an hybrid event from barcelos portugal and continuing
the tradition of the previous book it describes new design strategies and solutions to foster digital
communication within and between the society institutions and brands by highlighting innovative
ideas and reporting on multidisciplinary projects it offers a source of inspiration for designers of all
kinds including graphic and web designers ui ux and social media designers and to researchers
advertisers artists and brand and corporate communication managers alike
Media and Protest Logics in the Digital Era 2018 for 79 days in 2014 hong kong became the focus of
international attention due to a public demonstration for genuine democracy that would become
known as the umbrella movement on the surface this movement was not unlike other large scale
protest movements that have occurred in recent years however it was distinct in how bottom up
processes evolved into a centrally organized programmatic movement with concrete policy demands
this book analyzes how traditional mass media institutions and digital media combined with on the
ground networks in such a way as to propel citizen participation and
Starting Digital Signal Processing in Telecommunication Engineering 2021-01-29 this hands
on laboratory driven textbook helps readers understand principles of digital signal processing dsp and
basics of software based digital communication particularly software defined networks sdn and
software defined radio sdr in the book only the most important concepts are presented each book
chapter is an introduction to computer laboratory and is accompanied by complete laboratory
exercises and ready to go matlab programs with figures and comments available at the book
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webpage and running also in gnu octave 5 2 with free software packages showing all or most details
of relevant algorithms students are tasked to understand programs modify them and apply presented
concepts to recorded real rf signal or simulated received signals with modelled transmission condition
and hardware imperfections teaching is done by showing examples and their modifications to
different real world telecommunication like applications the book consists of three parts introduction
to dsp spectral analysis and digital filtering introduction to dsp advanced topics multi rate adaptive
model based and multimedia speech audio video signal analysis and processing and introduction to
software defined modern telecommunication systems sdr technology analog and digital modulations
single and multi carrier systems channel estimation and correction as well as synchronization issues
many real signals are processed in the book in the first part mainly speech and audio while in the
second part mainly rf recordings taken from rtl sdr usb stick and adalm pluto module for example
captured iq data of vor avionics signal classical fm radio with rds digital dab dab radio and 4g lte
digital telephony additionally modelling and simulation of some transmission scenarios are tested in
software in the book in particular tetra adsl and 5g signals provides an introduction to digital signal
processing and software based digital communication presents a transition from digital signal
processing to software defined telecommunication features a suite of pedagogical materials including
a laboratory test bed and computer exercises experiments
Commercial Communication in the Digital Age 2017-04-10 in today s digital age online and mobile
advertising are of growing importance with advertising no longer bound to the traditional media
industry although the advertising industry still has broader access to the different measures and
channels users and consumers today have more possibilities topublish get informed or communicate
to co create and toreach a bigger audience there is a good chance thus that users and consumers are
better informed about the objectives and persuasive tricks of the advertising industry than ever
before at the same time advertisers can inform about products and services without the limitations of
time and place faced by traditional mass media but will there really be a time when advertisers and
consumers have equal power or does tracking users online and offline lead to a situation where
advertisers have more information about the consumers than ever before the volume discusses these
questionsand related issues
Digital Activism, Community Media, and Sustainable Communication in Latin America
2020-08-04 this book brings together academic and activist work on community media feminist
decolonial and indigenous perspectives to digital activism including free and open communication in
latin america the essays in this collection speak to major changes over the past decade that are
reshaping digital media uses and practices the case studies presented here question many commonly
held assumptions around global media ownership sustainability and access relevant to countries
beyond latin american contexts
Digital press office 2020-11-29 the press office and public relations activities have undergone drastic
changes with the advent of the internet the management of new media today represents a
fundamental step for anyone who wants to build their online visibility by learning to communicate
with the typical services of web 2 0 in this manual you will discover operational strategies to take up
the challenge of new media and set up a communication plan able to make the most of the many
opportunities that have emerged in recent years in particular you will discover how to exploit the
competitive advantage offered by the digital press office how to organize online communication how
to apply the new rules of public relations on the web you will also learn how to use new operational
tools such as online press releases article marketing corporate blogs digital interviews online
sponsorships and press kits this will allow you to acquire key information to expand your target
audience and to better manage your corporate communication in simple terms stop wasting time on
ineffective reading or advice and now gain years of experience with reading that gives you all the
information you need to achieve your goals
The Oxford Handbook of Digital Diplomacy 2024-01-04 the handbook delves into the shifting power
dynamics in diplomacy exploring the establishment of embassies in technology hubs the challenges
faced by foreign affairs departments in adapting to digital technologies and the utilization of digital
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tools as a means of exerting influence
Mothering a Bodied Curriculum 2012-01-01 this collection considers how embodiment mothering and
curriculum theory are related to practices in education that silence conceal and limit gendered raced
and sexual maternal bodies advancing a new understanding of the maternal body it argues for a
bodied curriculum a practice that attends to the relational social and ethical implications of being with
other bodies differently and to the different knowledges such bodily encounters produce contributors
argue that the prevailing silence about the maternal body in educational scholarship reinforces the
binary split between domestic and public spaces family life and work one s own children and others
children and women s roles as mothers or others providing an interdisciplinary perspective in which
postmodern ideas about the body interact with those of learning and teaching mothering a bodied
curriculum brings theory and practice together into an ever evolving conversation
Pioneers of Digital 2012-10-03 pioneers of digital showcases the stories behind key people who
have fundamentally influenced the way advertising marketing search and social media have evolved
during the internet era springer and carson have tracked down and documented behind the scenes
insight decisions and opinions that inspired digital phenomena such as virtual reality dove s real
beauty campaign obama s 2008 presidential campaign celebrity take up of twitter and artists without
a label a free digital music distribution service for independent artists the 20 digital entrepreneurs
profiled span the globe some performed their ground breaking work in environments like google
facebook microsoft victors spoils ogilvyone r ga akqa sapient nitro and apple while others performed
digital miracles all on their own together these stories expose the secrets of success from pioneers
that everyone can learn from packed full of unique insight pioneers of digital provides advice and
inspiration for readers interested in twenty first century commercial online thinking more at
pioneersofdigital com the pioneers thomas gensemer mybo and obama s 2008 presidential campaign
june cohen hotwired and ted com denzyl feigelson itunes advisor and artists without a label vanessa
fox google and nine by blue gurbaksh chahal clickagents and bluelithium jaron lanier virtual reality
and microsoft research angel chen ogilvyone china john winsor victors spoils danny sullivan search
engine land alex bogusky bob cianfrone burger king s subservient chicken avinash kaushik digital
marketing evangelist google carolyn everson mtv networks and facebook malcolm poynton dove
campaign for real beauty qi lu yahoo microsoft and bing ajaz ahmed akqa martha lane fox lastminute
com and the uk government s digital champion kyle macdonald one red paperclip jess greenwood
contagious magazine and r ga zhang minhui sohu com cn stephen fry
Intelligent Systems in Cybernetics and Automation Theory 2015-04-24 this volume is based on the
research papers presented in the 4th computer science on line conference the volume intelligent
systems in cybernetics and automation control theory presents new approaches and methods to real
world problems and in particular exploratory research that describes novel approaches in the field of
cybernetics and automation control theory particular emphasis is laid on modern trends in selected
fields of interest new algorithms or methods in a variety of fields are also presented the computer
science on line conference csoc2015 is intended to provide an international forum for discussions on
the latest high quality research results in all areas related to computer science the addressed topics
are the theoretical aspects and applications of computer science artificial intelligences cybernetics
automation control theory and software engineering
Build Your Own Low-Power Transmitters 2001-08-24 rudolf graf and william sheets have written
a book containing twenty low power lp transmitter projects perfect for the electronics hobbyist and
radio experimenter now that the fcc has changed its regulations about pirate transmissions more and
more people are setting up radio and video stations for broadcast from their homes build your own
low power transmitters addresses applications for hobbyist broadcasting of am ssb tv fm stereo and
nbfm vhf uhf signals with equipment the reader can build himself for thousands of dollars less than
similar equipment sold on the retail market the authors also fully explore the legal limits and
ramifications of using the equipment as well as how to get the best performance for optimum range
the key advantage is referencing a low cost source for all needed parts including the printed circuit
board as well as the kit projects in the book include lp fm stereo transmitter digitally synthesized pll
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fm stereo transmitter lp am transmitter for 150 1710 khz radio control transmitter receiver carrier
current transmitter and am and fm receivers lp vhf one way and two way audio links 1 watt 40 meter
cw transmitter for ham radio use ssb lp transmitter for 10 meter ham radio use 2 meter vhf fm ham
radio transmitter fm video link for 900 mhz ntsc pal operation 2 watt tv transmitters for 440 900 and
1300 mhz amateur tv ntsc pal transmissions linear amplifier for 440mhz 10 15watt ntsc pal operation
downconverters for 440 900 and 1300 mhz with vhf channel 3 or 4 output tv video receiving systems
and am fm if systems lp video link for uhf channels 14 18 1 watt cw beacon transmitter for part 15 lf
radio experimentation cw identifier for transmitters test equipment projects for lp transmitters as well
as an rf power meter and modulation monitor complete source information will be included to help
each reader find the kits and parts they need to build these fascinating projects unique among
comparable project books this one offers a low cost source for all parts including the printed circuit
board this allows immediate completion without needing to search for difficult to find parts features
twenty low power transmitter projects
Social Work 2023-05-27 this is a whole course introduction to social work packed full of case studies
activities and tools for real life practice this practical book will equip social work students with
everything they need to know in their first year and beyond
Public Relations in the Nonprofit Sector 2014-12-05 nonprofit organizations are managing to
carry out sophisticated public relations programming that cultivates relationships with their key
audiences their public relations challenges however have routinely been understudied budgetary and
staffing restraints often limit how these organizations carry out their fundraising public awareness and
activism efforts and client outreach this volume explores a range of public relations theories and
topics important to the management of nonprofit organizations including crisis management
communicating to strengthen engagement online and offline and recruiting and retaining volunteer
and donor support
How to Start Your Own Business 2021-02-09 this is your foolproof guide on how to make your start up
stand out from the crowd get professional business advice in the palm of your hands this uniquely
visual guide equips you with everything you need to know about setting up and running your own
business are you looking to start a business you ll need advice on how to identify your customer what
pitfalls to anticipate and how best to spend your time and money to turn your idea into a profitable
venture this insightful business book takes you through everything from balancing the books to
building a brand it inspires you to take that giant leap towards making your entrepreneurial dreams
come true the simplest most visual guide to becoming an entrepreneur ever this comprehensive
guide to starting your own business acts as an invaluable blueprint for your path to business success
it s the ultimate gift for entrepreneurs or anyone who wants to learn more about the world of business
management this informative reference book is packed with practical authoritative information on the
skills required to run a small business easy to understand graphics no nonsense advice and jargon
free language insightful and inspiring quotes from the most successful minds in business this
entrepreneur book gives you all the tools you need to understand how a modern start up works and
then start your own whether you re a ceo or an aspiring tech entrepreneur the information and advice
in how to start your own business can be applied to anyone complete the series this guide to setting
up a small business is part of the how it works series from dk books expand your knowledge about
business and management even further with how business works and how management works
Software Receiver Design 2011-08-18 have you ever wanted to know how modern digital
communications systems work find out with this step by step guide to building a complete digital
radio that includes every element of a typical real world communication system chapter by chapter
you will create a matlab realization of the various pieces of the system exploring the key ideas along
the way as well as analyzing and assessing the performance of each component then in the final
chapters you will discover how all the parts fit together and interact as you build the complete
receiver in addition to coverage of crucial issues such as timing carrier recovery and equalization the
text contains over 400 practical exercises providing invaluable preparation for industry where
wireless communications and software radio are becoming increasingly important a variety of extra
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resources are also provided online including lecture slides and a solutions manual for instructors
The Power of Personality 2015-04-23 management writers have come up with many tools for
explaining how different types of personalities can work best together but they have ignored the most
important personality difference of all the difference between introverts and extroverts this book is
the first book to fill that gap this book follows up from sylvia loehken s international bestseller quiet
impact published in the uk in june and will be required reading for all managers and anyone who
wants to understand their colleagues better
Marketing Communications 2020-09-22 marketing communication is a dynamic industry which
continues to change and adapt to new technologies media consumption patterns and communication
interfaces between marketers and their target markets at the same time the fundamental
communication processes and well established theories and models are very much applicable in this
dynamic environment this revised second edition blends the well established with the new and
emerging aspects of marketing communications marketing communications applies a uniquely
practical approach to the topic providing a structured overview of planning development
implementation and evaluation of marketing communications alongside detailed case studies that
demonstrate how the theory translates to practice fully updated the new edition considers important
developments in the global marketplace it includes new content on emerging digital media platforms
changing media consumption patterns and consumers strategies to cope with information overload it
also reflects upon consumer scepticism a growing phenomenon that communication specialists need
to overcome when designing and implementing effective campaigns this new edition also considers
the importance of marketing communications tools in not for profit sectors such as social marketing
and political marketing as well as the cross cultural aspect of marketing communications this
textbook is essential reading for both students and professionals in marketing communications and
public relations online resources include an extensive instructors guide which provides answer
checklists to all think boxes ethical issues and end of chapter cases within the book the text is also
supported by powerpoint slides and test banks for all chapters and major cases
My Own Liberator 2018-01-01 in my own liberator dikgang moseneke pays homage to the many
people and places that have helped to define and shape him in tracing his ancestry the influence on
both his maternal and paternal sides is evident in the values they imbued in their children the
importance of family the value of hard work and education an uncompromising moral code
compassion for those less fortunate and unflinching refusal to accept an unjust political regime or
acknowledge its oppressive laws as a young activist in the pan africanist congress at the tender age
of fifteen moseneke was arrested detained and in 1963 sentenced to ten years on robben island for
participating in anti apartheid activities physical incarceration harsh conditions and inhumane
treatment could not imprison the political prisoners minds however and for many the island became a
school not only in politics but an opportunity for dedicated study formal and informal it set the young
moseneke on a path towards a law degree that would provide the bedrock for a long and fruitful legal
career and see him serve his country in the highest court my own liberator charts moseneke s rise as
one of the country s top legal minds who not only helped to draft the interim constitution but for
fifteen years acted as a guardian of that constitution for all south africans helping to make it a living
document for the country and its people
Start Your Own Personal Concierge Service 2012-05-26 turn your can do attitude into cash are
you a pro at multi tasking do you thrive on deadlines and love a good challenge could you find
satisfaction in lending others a hand if so you re in high demand in the booming personal concierge
industry offering easy startup and low overhead a personal concierge helps clients with everyday
tasks from organizing to shopping led by our experts learn how to successfully establish your business
develop your service list build a client base and even expand plus uncover the secrets of practicing
entrepreneurs gaining priceless insight advice and tricks on managing common and difficult requests
learn how to make the right contacts to find great business and individual clients identify and develop
your service niche choose what services to offer set fees and collect payment build vendor
relationships cost effectively promote and advertise your service build loyalty and referrals among
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your clients hire help and more sample forms additional resources checklists and work sheets guide
you through every step of the startup process you have what it takes to be an in demand personal
concierge let us help you get started and succeed
The Sports Strategist 2014 in the sports strategist developing leaders for a high performance industry
authors irving rein ben shields and adam grossman demonstrate that relying too much on winning is a
losing long term strategy for dealing with these challenges instead they argue that sports
organizations must focus on identifying and maximizing key factors that unlike winning can be
controlled and shaped by building a more well rounded business sports strategists will position
themselves and their organizations for sustainable success in the industry inside cover
Learn at Your Own Risk 2020-12-05 teachers change the world teachers have borne the brunt of the
dislocations initiated by the pandemic teachers also hold the keys to unlocking the digital
opportunities this crisis exposed this book is about hope and possibility the hope is for a new
awakening around the centrality of the individual in the educational process the possibility is for
awakening a generation of teachers to the opportunities created by the digital world these nine
strategies are about awakening the learner in all of us out of adversity grows opportunity teachers will
lead the way
DECODING NEURO-LINGUISTIC PROGRAMMING 2018-09-19 embark on a transformative journey
with decoding neuro linguistic programming a book that unravels the mysteries of human
communication this guide offers practical tools to understand and enhance your daily interactions
from personal to professional realms through proven techniques such as calibration anchoring and
reframing you ll learn to interpret and manage verbal and non verbal signals opening new doors to
deeper and more satisfying relationships if you aim to positively influence your environment
overcome communication barriers and transform your interpersonal skills this guide is your perfect
ally with real world examples and practical applications this book not only teaches but also inspires
living communication in a conscious and effective way
Digital Communication Management 2012-11-16 the director of communication is an impassioned
profession that discovers which strategies are the best and the most intelligent there are few manuals
and there are some that offer general and sparsely updated information about the change that new
technologies imply we find the literature isolated that can be directly useful however we will say that
there is no single recipe for dircom or communication consultants each one will offer different models
according to the variables or factors that seem to them to be able to rectify the direction of a
company according to his or her personal mood
Folk Culture in the Digital Age 2021-11-29 smart phones tablets facebook twitter and wireless internet
connections are the latest technologies to have become entrenched in our culture although
traditionalists have argued that computer mediated communication and cyberspace are incongruent
with the study of folklore trevor j blank sees the digital world as fully capable of generating
transmitting performing and archiving vernacular culture folklore in the digital age documents the
emergent cultural scenes and expressive folkloric communications made possible by digital new
media technologies new media is changing the ways in which people learn share participate and
engage with others as they adopt technologies to complement and supplement traditional means of
vernacular expression but behavioral and structural overlap in many folkloric forms exists between on
and offline and emerging patterns in digital rhetoric mimic the dynamics of previously documented
folkloric forms invoking familiar social or behavior customs linguistic inflections and symbolic gestures
folklore in the digital age provides insights and perspectives on the myriad ways in which folk culture
manifests in the digital age and contributes to our greater understanding of vernacular expression in
our ever changing technological world
Disrupting Sports Journalism 2022-12-22 this book critically explores the impact that digital
technology has had on the practices and norms of sports journalism in the wake of major digital
disruptions in news reporting the author analyses how sports journalism has been particularly
vulnerable to challenges and attacks on its expertise because of its historically weak commitment to
professionalism ultimately an argument is built that sports journalism s professional distinctiveness
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will depend on its capacity to produce rigorous news work at a time when its core routinised practices
are being displaced by bloggers and team media recent developments such as the athletic a start up
that has built its business model around quality sports storytelling and the impact of the covid 19
pandemic offer hope that a paradigm shift in digital sports journalism culture towards serious
reporting is starting to emerge the question for both the industry and scholars going forward is
whether these changes will crystallise and take hold in the long term disrupting sports journalism is a
valuable text for researchers and students in sports media and journalism studies as well as for
industry professionals seeking an insight into developments in the field
Metaversed 2013-12-31 understand the coming metaverse and discover how to look past the hype
and harness the future of technology metaversed is an insightful discussion and analysis of the next
rapidly approaching technological revolution the authors deliver a compelling new exploration of how
the metaverse and emerging technologies combine to define our collective future in addition to
identifying the business opportunities the book pulls back the curtain on major safety and privacy
issues that will arise and the expected shifts in both our private and social spheres in the book you ll
understand how multiple industries will be changed and challenged in a 3d spatial world and how to
navigate the future crypto ladden business landscape legal and policy considerations necessary to
build and maintain safe shared digital spaces the economic and social impacts including the potential
for our digital lives to outlive our physical selves actionable insights so you can make the most out of
the next digital revolution metaversed is a can t miss presentation of the most significant market
opportunities and societal challenges posed by the metaverse it also will empower readers to take
positive action that avoids the same online mistakes that happened on social media and create more
responsible tech usage habits in our personal and professional lives
Digital Rhetoric and Global Literacies: Communication Modes and Digital Practices in the
Networked World 2009-03-10 understanding digital modes and practices of traditional rhetoric are
essential in emphasizing information and interaction in human to human and human computer
contexts these emerging technologies are essential in gauging information processes across global
contexts digital rhetoric and global literacies communication modes and digital practices in the
networked world compiles relevant theoretical frameworks current practical applications and
emerging practices of digital rhetoric highlighting the key principles and understandings of the
underlying modes practices and literacies of communication this book is a vital guide for professionals
scholars researchers and educators interested in finding clarity and enrichment in the diverse
perspectives of digital rhetoric research
eCulture 2017-10-01 do virtual museums really provide added value to end users or do they just
contribute to the abundance of images does the world wide save endangered cultural heritage or
does it foster a society with less variety these and other related questions are raised and answered in
this book the result of a long path across the digital heritage landscape it provides a comprehensive
view on issues and achievements in digital collections and cultural content
Own Any Occasion 2018-12-04 the world is your stage own it great speaking does not come easy but
even the wallflowers among us can t avoid speaking forever in own any occasion speaker and
educator erik palmer taps into his vast experience to simplify the process of extraordinary speaking
whether you re giving a wedding toast or preparing for a one on one sales call his approach is equal
parts preparation and delivery never speak unless you have something worth saying and never let a
poor performance diminish a good message in 11 steps palmer shows readers how to craft the perfect
message and captivate audiences with exceptional delivery no matter the circumstance he
demonstrates that the steps to impress when you meet your in laws for the first time are the same
ones that will help you succeed in front of an auditorium full of executives whether your audience is
large or small your message personal or professional palmer s easy system will help you become the
best speaker you can be in any situation own any occasion is for anyone who wants to master the art
of speaking well from first time presenters to seasoned pros looking for a new process give yourself
the tools to impress every listener and develop a more confident you
How Celebrity Lives Affect Our Own 2022-01-14 this book explores the ways celebrities affect culture
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and their audience it covers celebrity suicide postfeminism health advice advocacy philanthropy
social media use and hollywood influence on broadway it also analyzes laws created to protect
celebrities even at the risk of infringing on their audience s first amendment rights
Create Your Own Fashion Brand 2022-01-28 a valuable tool for those who wish to create their own
fashion label this guidebook is a must read as it covers a wide range of topics such as garment
making business models branding operations and marketing it lays out important considerations to be
aware of prior to investing your resources the author nour elmir is an award winning australian
designer and consultant with 10 years of experience in the industry she studied and worked in paris
and has consulted brands internationally she understands the challenges of undertaking such as
business venture which led her to create this successful publication
Mobility for Smart Cities and Regional Development - Challenges for Higher Education this
book presents recent research on interactive collaborative learning we are currently witnessing a
significant transformation in the development of education and especially post secondary education
to face these challenges higher education has to find innovative ways to quickly respond to these new
needs on the one hand there is a pressure by the new situation in regard to the covid pandemic on
the other hand the methods and organizational forms of teaching and learning at higher educational
institutions have changed rapidly in recent months scientifically based statements as well as excellent
experiences best practice are absolutely necessary these were the aims connected with the 24th
international conference on interactive collaborative learning icl2021 which was held online by
technische universität dresden germany on 22 24 september 2021 since its beginning in 1998 this
conference is devoted to new approaches in learning with a focus on collaborative learning in higher
education nowadays the icl conferences are a forum of the exchange of relevant trends and research
results as well as the presentation of practical experiences in learning and engineering pedagogy in
this way we try to bridge the gap between pure scientific research and the everyday work of
educators this book contains papers in the fields of teaching best practices research in engineering
pedagogy engineering pedagogy education entrepreneurship in engineering education project based
learning virtual and augmented learning immersive learning in healthcare and medical education
interested readership includes policymakers academics educators researchers in pedagogy and
learning theory schoolteachers learning industry further and continuing education lecturers etc
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